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Drive to 9 Support and Services FAQ 

Mar 11 2013 

What should I know when file a TAC case for CUCM upgrade? 

Cisco set up a dedicated TAC team to support Drive to 9 CUCM upgrade activity; In order for 

your TAC case to be routed to the right team for the most efficient and expedited support, please 

select the new key word “Communications Manager Upgrade to v9 (Drive-To-9 Initiative)” from 

the drop down box of key word when filing a TAC case.  

What information I need to provide to a TAC/PDI case? 
 
Each upgrade (if TAC assistance is desired) includes a proactive TAC case open before the 
upgrade starts.  At a minimum the proactive TAC case would include: 
 

 Network topology map with name & IP address for all affected nodes 
 Upgrade schedule, including the drop-dead time when the upgrade will abort if needed 
 Pre/Post test plan 
 Upgrade plan, including phone firmware, licensing, agent desktop (if applicable), failover, 

Cisco products like Unity Connection, 3rd party products, etc 
 Contact information for critical participants 

 

How to save the manual efforts to provide the above prerequisite information? 
 

Customers and partners are recommended to use the CUCM 9.1 Upgrade Readiness Apps to 

evaluate their network inventory; its output can be attached to the TAC/PDI case to save manual 

typing.  

Partners are recommended to file a case with PDI help desk first before the TAC case, all 

information available to PDI will be transferred to TAC engineer, no duplicated information 

from customers to entry twice. 

Where can I find the PDI Help Desk website? 

The PDI Help Desk website can be found at here. It provides general information, hours of 

operation and details on how to open a PDI Help Desk case.  

 

http://www.cisco.com/go/pdihelpdesk
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What kind of product and technical situations should result in a web case/call 

to the PDI HD? 

All technical situations related to pre-production planning, design and implementation. A 

complete list of all Cisco solutions and technologies supported by the PDI Help Desk can be 

found in the PDI Help Desk Presentation. 

Can I call PDI HD for a production system problem? (If I worked with them 

previously?) 

 We recommend support calls after customer signoff be directed to the Cisco TAC (for 

proper logging and entitlement purposes).  

 If in the process of working with the TAC it would help to re-engage the PDI HD, please 

inform them of the previous case work and they will link the PDI HD into the case 

resolution process.  

 The PDI HD goal is to provide a short-term engagement (4 hours) to assist partner during 

the pre-production phase. 

 The PPDIOO cycle is continuous. The PDI Help Desk will assist on Planning and Design 

issues for production systems. Implementation cases for production systems are best 

handled by TAC, given their tools for customer network access and troubleshooting. 

Shouldn't I just call the TAC? 

 If a customer signoff has already occurred and the network is in production, then the 

TAC is the correct call. 

 If the issue is a time sensitive issue and an immediate resolution is required, TAC is 

staffed around the clock to provide this level of support. 

 If the end customer request hardware replacement / RMA / after hour support, TAC is the 

correct place to call. 

 

Can the PDI HD engineers visit onsite to assist in a difficult case? 

 The PDI Help Desk is available to qualified Partners needing assistance via phone or web 

case tool. We do not provide on-site services. 

 On-site assistance can be supplied by Cisco Advanced Services (AS) engineers. The PDI 

Help Desk will work with you and the Cisco Channel account team should this be 

required. 

http://www.cisco.com/web/partners/downloads/765/tools/quickreference/pdi_hd_overview.pdf
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What kind of services are not provided by PDI help Desk, but other Cisco 

teams do? 

 Deliver Presales Presentations 

 Deliver Customer Demonstrations  

 Generate and review BOM's, help answering RFI/RFP 

 Assistance with SKU's, Pricing or Part Number's  

 Knowledge Transfer (onsite training)  

 Produce Intellectual Property (documents)  

 Provide local Language support  

 Detailed Low-level, Design review 

 Full Design production 

 Onsite Service and Support  

 Network Audit and assessments  

 Customization  

 Detailed Implementation Plan  

 Bug scrubs 

 End-to-End QOS validations  

 Provide information about release dates 

 Support for network in production 

 Provide a time estimate of how long an installation will take 

How can I provide feedback on the PDI Help Desk? 
For any feedbacks about CUCM upgrade, please send email to pdihd-uc@cisco.com 

 

How can I escalate an issue pertaining to the PDI Help Desk? 

If at any time there is an issue you believe requires escalation or management attention, please 

ask the engineer to speak to the team manager and request that the case be escalated. 

How will the Lessons Learned obtained from cases be made available? 

 The findings from case analysis will be shared within Cisco to make changes to existing 

and new documentation and processes that support our partners. 

 We will be working with company technical data sources to insure information is correct 

on existing sites and knowledge sources. These include, but not limited to:  

o Cisco Communities 

o Partner Helpline 

o Steps To Success 

o Business Units 

o Cisco TAC Technology Support 

The PDI Help Desk will periodically publish a newsletter of findings from case analysis. This 

will be distributed to all partners who have used the PDI Help Desk.  

mailto:pdihd-uc@cisco.com

